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OVERVIEW

• The COMPOM project, and the Canadian case

• Advocacy Coalition Framework & Policy Networks

• Data & Methods

• Results



COMPON & CANADA

• International project, premised on effects of networks and media coverage

• In Canada, changing majority governments since early 2000s

• Current government supports Paris targets, In 2018 purchased TMX pipeline



THEORY– ADVOCACY COALITION FRAMEWORK



ACF, BELIEFS, & POLICY NETWORKS

• ACF holds that people gather into policy coalitions based on shared beliefs
• A.k.a. belief homophily - tendency for network actors to form more, and stronger, ties with other actors who 

share similar beliefs

• ACF holds that shared beliefs are a primary driver of collaboration in policymaking networks:

“…actors are politically driven by their beliefs [and] their policies and 

programs are best thought of as translations of those beliefs” 
(Weible & Sabatier, 2011 pp. 2) 

“What holds coalition associates together are 

similar beliefs, worldviews and ideologies”
(Weible & Cairney, 2018 pp. 333)



Adapted from Weible, C. M., & Cairney, P. (2018) and Kukkonen, A., Ylä-Anttila, T., & Broadbent, J. (2017). 

Fig. 1. Structure of beliefs in the Advocacy Coalition Framework



DATA



SAMPLE

• Representative sample of actors in Canadian climate change policy domain

• Online survey data used to derive matrices (N=44)

• Relational questions re: policy behavior involving all other actors in the sample
• Focus herein is on collaboration









METHODS



EXPONENTIAL RANDOM GRAPH MODELS

• Class of statistical model built to handle dependency inherent to network 
observations

• ERGMs can be compared to logistic regression

• Use ERGMs to study how network structures affect the likelihood of tie formation 
between network actors, accounting for actors' beliefs

(McLevey et al., 2018; Wagner & Ylä-Antilla, 2018; Ylä-Antilla et al., 2018; Lusher et al., 2013; Laumann & Knoke, 1987)



NETWORK STRUCTURE MATTERS FOR POLICY

• Micro-structural processes facilitate building consensus/trust required for 
effective policymaking

• Shape ability of actors to cluster into coalitions based on belief homophily 

• Speaks directly to ACF’s central proposition regarding beliefs informing policy 
outputs: 

• Lets us parse out effects of network structures from belief attributes

• Helps us model coalitions

(Jenkins-Smith et al. 2014; Weible & Sabatier, 2011; Henry, 2011; Sabatier & Jenkins-Smith, 1993; Wagner & Ylä-Antilla, 2018; Ylä-Antilla et al., 2018; Lusher et al., 2013; Laumann & Knoke, 1987)



NETWORKS IMPACT POLICY OUTPUT

• Political science/political economy often concerned with macro structures, 
formal processes

• E.g. national political institutions, economy imbued with rational actors, official lobbying 
activities, etc.

• Network analysis uncovers meso-level informal, day-to-day mechanisms/ 
understandings behind macro-level phenomenon

• Rather than macro-level transformation of entire system, network analysis suggests other 
mechanisms of change



Research on policy networks “sheds light on what organizations exert influence on 
policymaking, what beliefs they carry, what kind of coalitions these organizations 
form to push for their agenda, how they are connected to state organizations and 
how their opponents are organized” (Ylä-Anttila et al., 2018 pp. 2).



HYPOTHESES

H1 (Beliefs): Policy core beliefs of actors should be more strongly associated 
with a collaboration network tie than endogenous network micro-structures.



HYPOTHESES

H1 (Beliefs): Policy core beliefs of actors should be more strongly associated 
with a collaboration network tie than endogenous network micro-structures.

H2 (Micro-Structural): Micro-structural network terms related to coalition 
formation will be more strongly associated with a collaboration network tie than 
beliefs.



H2: MICRO-STRUCTURAL

Geometrically-Weighted Dyad-Wise Shared 
Partners (GWDSP):

• Tendency for two unconnected actors to share 
collaborators

• More likely to share additional collaboration 
partners

• The likelihood drops for each additional 
shared partner

• Models local connectivity

Lusher et al., 2013 pp. 43



H2: MICRO-STRUCTURAL

Geometrically Weighted Edge-Wise Shared 
Partners (GWESP):

• Tendency for people who share 
collaboration partners to also be connected

• More likely than chance to have multiple 
shared collaborators

• The likelihood drops for each additional 
shared partner

• Models transitive closure

Lusher et al., 2013 pp. 43



MODELLING COALITIONS

Coalitions (highly connected sub-components) 
exist if:

• GWDSP is significantly negative

• GWESP is significantly positive

• Two-path is base term for both

GWDSP
(Negative)

GWESP 
(Positive)

- +

Two-path

Lusher et al., 2013 pp. 43



ERGM RESULTS





H1



H1



H2



H2



H1: ACF & POLICY CORE BELIEFS

• Our data represents a single coalition

• Consistent with ANOVA tests on belief survey questions (most were non-sig)

• Prioritization question consistent with policy context outlined earlier



H2: MICRO-STRUCTURAL

• Also supports ACF

• Local connectivity is stronger than we would expect by chance (GWDSP)

• Lack of transitive closure (GWESP) consistent with single coalition

• Can try to plot local connectivity using cluster coefficient
• Larger coefficient means actors ego tied to are more highly clustered than expected







MOVING AHEAD

• Detailed study of core-periphery, faction analysis, etc.

• Analyze influence networks similarly

• Multiplexity

• Next stage – scrape twitter follower/retweet networks of policy actors



MANY THANKS!
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SAMPLE CRITERIA

Four Criteria, minimum of three appearances in any:

• COP
• international; official delegates and registered NGO observers

• Testimony about climate bills
• domestic; committee members or presenters, SCESD & SCEENR re: comprehensive climate bills (C-288; C-311; 

C-377)

• National Roundtable on Environment and the Economy
• Expert advice; roundtable members or witnesses in climate-related reports

• National Newspaper Coverage (Globe & Mail, National Post)
• Mass media influence; mentions in climate-related articles
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